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Descriptive Summary

Title: Office de L'Eglise hymnal, 1789
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 019
Extent: 0.1 cubic ft. (1 volume)
Abstract: Contains one hymnal text in Latin with additional notes in French and Latin.
Language: Materials in French and Latin.

Administrative Information

Restrictions on Access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Source
Purchase from the Thulius Antikvariat, 1980.

Citation
[after identification of item(s)], Office de L'Eglise Hymnal, Archives and Manuscript Dept., Pitts Theology Library, Emory University.

Processing

Collection Description

Biographical Note
One of three manuscript hymnals made by Monsieur Darmais cure de Sauly le Duc in 1789 for the choir of the church. Additions were made later by his successors.

Emory Libraries provides copies of its finding aids for use only in research and private study. Copies supplied may not be copied for others or otherwise distributed without prior consent of the holding repository.
Scope and Content Note
Manuscript music and text on paper in black and red ink with a table of contents. Text of hymnal in Latin with additional notes in French and Latin. 247 numbered pages in volume bound in leather with morocco gilt borders.